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Toolbox

Seven partners – one objective: Smart growth of inland ports

Project Scope

CCP21 intends to promote connectivity and sustainable transport by
optimising the organisation of freight logistics and sustainable spatial
development of inland ports.
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The project activities stimulate smart growth by promoting inland
ports as nodal points and integrated parts of EU transport chains,
sustainable and physically integrated in the urban environment.
In order to break down the overall scope into concrete objectives, the
project is split into four core areas (work packages). Each work package
clusters different actions and investments, according to a common
objective.
The seven partners of CCP21 with its projects and targets can be
assigned into these overlapping work packages; each specific project
follows anyhow the main objective of CCP21: the smart growth of
inland ports.

Toolbox

Cohabitation between port and city as a major challenge

Project Scope

Externalities
• external effects like noise, dirt,
particles and light emissions can
influence the adjacent residential
areas negatively
• ports normally have to face a
considerable amount of traffic
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Economic benefit
• port contribution to
reduce road congestion,
increase energy efficiency
and lower emissions
• further economic benefit
in terms of employment,
increased GDP, value added etc.

Toolbox

Complex assessment of CCP21 outputs to identify toolbox content

About the Toolbox

The toolbox is dedicated to any interested inland port, seaport and
other stakeholder involved in inland waterway transportation. It was
launched as many inland ports face the same challenges and have
similar potentials.
Within CCP21 diverse experiences in various projects were gained –
the toolbox brings together all transferable and duplicable results and
lessons learned.
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The purpose of the toolbox is to use these similarities to extend the
benefits of the project beyond CCP21.
The transfer of knowledge and experiences contributes to find a good
practice to face the actual challenges of inland waterway transport.
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Toolbox

Transfer of results to find responses for challenges of any inland port

Toolbox Overview

Reviewing the CCP21 outputs, it is
noticeable that not all of them are
suitable or adequate for the transfer
and integration in the toolbox.
For the general understanding
within the toolbox, the single portrelated outputs were transformed
and clustered as shown in the matrix
covering the dimensions “sustainable
spatial development” and “optimized
organization of freight logistics”.
To support understanding, guidance
and applicability the six areas of
activity (red) are surrounded by
accompanying
success
criteria
(blue).

The matrix indicates the focusing of the areas of activity
being more port- or city-related.
By following the success criteria, it should be possible to find
responses to challenges in any inland port.
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Toolbox

Transfer of results to find responses for challenges of any inland port

Toolbox Overview
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Toolbox

Fit port development best into urban planning and social interests

Integration

The integration of port (infrastructure) projects in urban planning
procedures and social interests has to respond to challenges from a
tightening conflict regarding the limited space at the waterfront.
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The development of new port infra-structure can be facilitated by the
idea to combine port activities with (semi-)public spaces in order to
legitimize port activities in urban areas and city centers.
Extensive preparation work like studies, analyses and well-defined
planning procedures on the one hand as well as a close participation of
the major stakeholders and the public on the other hand are vital for a
successful implementation of the project.
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Toolbox

Fit port development best into urban planning and social interests

Integration

Perform demand analysis
A detailed and precise demand
analysis reflecting the real market
needs is the key to a successful
project. In case of a reasonable
demand, further economic details
have to be evaluated by defining
a business case.

Define project scope
A clear project definition
contributes to increase
transparency and
comprehensibility of the project.
The definition should submit the
overall project idea and vision as
well as the intended outcome.

Search optimal location
Location decisions for new
infrastructures should be
based on a broad and detailed
assessment of all relevant
location choice criteria and
consider all locations as well as
potential alternatives.

Involve key players
Dependent on the intended
business model the early
involvement of key players can
be of advantage. The connection
between the theoretical planning
and the practical implementation
can be simplified if key players
already involved.

Integrate stakeholders
The integration of stakeholders
is of high relevance for the
acceptance of the project.
Stakeholder participation
by informing and listening
contributes to a target-orientated
implementation.

Assess economic feasibility
An economic view on the project
in form of a cost-benefit-analysis
will give a reference for the final
decision on the project. The
decision can be made on the basis
of the overall result or the (longterm) profitability

Create implementation plan
The implementation phase should
be well organized in order to
avoid in-efficiencies. The process
can be accelerated through
the participation of selected
stakeholders.

Toolbox

Fit port development best into urban planning and social interests

Integration

Passenger Terminal Basel
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Space limitations at the waterfront have supported the idea to
combine port activities with (semi-)public spaces. The Port of
Switzerland administration has set the focus on the growing market
of passenger shipping, preferably in form of river cruises. In order
to accelerate the further development of this market segment in
Basel, the port has taken several actions in order to ensure a close
participation of the major stakeholders as well as the broad public.
Therefore, in total eight workshops different parties were held.
The outcome, the report “Procedure and standards for assessing
passenger ship terminals”, can be considered as general guideline
for the assessment of infrastructure investments in passenger ship
terminals for international passenger shipping on inland waterways.

Together we have used the project
intensively for strengthening the position
of the ports, promoting awareness and
acceptance among the people, pointing
out the diverse strengths and advantages
of marine transport and multi-modal
transport. The partners have supported
each other in their projects, have mutually
benefited from recent experiences - crossborder partnership and collaboration at
the highest level. The added value of this
collaboration will be further enhanced by
the transferable toolbox, with the aim to
preserve and propagate the results and
findings from the cooperation.

Toolbox

Gain acceptance of the society for an infrastructural project

Acceptability

The population is probably the most sensitive factor when developing
port activities within an urban zone.
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The needs of the residents have to be harmonized with the economic
and ecologic needs of the city and the port.
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Acceptance can be increased by encouraging transparency, exchanging
opinions between politics and population and being open for different
points of view.
Within the port development process it is of high importance to let the
population know from the beginning on, what is planned.
To highlight the advantages and to declare the side effects can bring
acceptance and motivation for development.
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Toolbox

Gain acceptance of the society for an infrastructural project

Acceptability

Define strategy and vision
A clear definition of the project,
including a strategy and a vision for
trans-formation, forms the basis for
all up-coming steps. A presentation to
all interested parties should deliver
information about the relevant phases
of the project.

Appoint benefits
The main social benefit of port
activities is the reduction of
externalities caused by road
transport. Further economic benefits
can be described with employment
aspects, increased GDP, etc. Clear
targets should be made public.

Stimulate political support
The political support is of high
relevance, as city and port
development should be as
compatible as possible. The
strategy of the politicians should
support the port strategy.

Involve stakeholders
The participation of all relevant
stakeholders is of high importance
for the acceptance before, during
and after the project. Integrating
the stakeholders by informing and
listening contributes to a targetorientated implementation.

Extent communication
A transparent execution of the project
by using different communication
channels is important when
integrating the society into the
port development. The external
communication should be conducted
by professionals.

Cover social dimension
The project realization should
be accompanied by additional
social actions. Especially the
implementation of a project
committee (incl. authorities and
representatives of the residents)
is of high relevance.

Offer compensation program
A compensation program for the
local residents contributes to
increase the acceptance of the
project. It has to be part of the
sustainable development process,
but cannot cover all claims and
demands.

Toolbox

Gain acceptance of the society for an infrastructural project

Acceptability

LIÈGE TRILOGIPORT, Port of Liège
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In Liège, a modern multimodal platform with the ability to handle
large volumes of cargo was to develop. In one of the most attractive
logistics and distribution areas, the LIÈGE TRILOGIPORT should be
established on a large piece of land previously dedicated to heavy
industrial activities. From the initial steps of the project, the
communication was structured and professionally conducted in order
to avoid a public “misdirection”. Focus was on the professionalized
communication and transparency of the planning. The consideration
of possible time delays because of exogenous factors are difficult
to calculate. Time schedules should be set up with respect to
interruptions that may occur.

“A good communication at the very early
stage of a project is of high importance. Port
authorities have to set up a communication
strategy towards the stakeholders and
towards the population. Thanks to a
regular and an interactive communication
the population is involved in the project
and can feel concerned about it.”

Toolbox

Reach homogeneous cohabitation by balancing economic and social interests

Multipurpose Use

Space in a city is a scarce resource, which has to satisfy the requirements
of both economic and social interests.
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City ports usually have limited options for land expansion.
Existing port areas are in focus of town planning considering living and
leisure areas.
Coordinated planning and usage of sites may lead to a homogeneous
cohabitation of economic needs and environmental and social
responsibility.
A key success factor of a port is the opportunity to reduce externalities
by fostering modal shifts.
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Toolbox

Reach homogeneous cohabitation by balancing economic and social interests

Multipurpose Use

Create partnerships
A partnership between the port and
one or more operators is highly recommended at a very early stage. An
early commitment of a cooperation
can secure the implementation and
increase the success of the project.

Appoint project leaders
For the efficient project management
it is important to have all belongings
under one roof. Therefore, a
responsible project leader should be
appointed in an early stage.

Enable cohabitation
In case of a central location of
the port, new activities should
be harmonized with the urban
requirements. This includes the
cooperation of people and freight
in the usage of space.

Involve stakeholders
The intense participation of the
stakeholders is very important as a
project can only be successful, when
all stakeholders take part and are
committed. This requires appropriate
communication and integration.

Extent communication
Communication between the port,
the local authorities and the stakeholders is of high importance. Regular
meetings and information sharing
should be implemented to increase
transparency and acceptance.

Create investment plan
A monitored investment policy
is necessary to control the costs
of the project. An investment
plan should include the goals,
objectives and guidelines for the
asset management.

Perform cost control
To ensure the financial stability, the
operational costs have to be monitored
regularly as they can be a challenge
or even a barrier for the proceeding
of a project. Clear responsibility is
necessary.

Stress social benefits
As most projects contribute to
reduced externalities by avoiding
emissions, congestion etc. they can
change the public perception of
the port. These benefits need to be
identified and communicated.

Toolbox

Reach homogeneous cohabitation by balancing economic and social interests

Multipurpose Use

Quai de La Bourdonnais, Ports of Paris
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The Ports of Paris were obliged to develop an innovative business
solution with a high degree of practicability and economic as well as
social feasibility. The specific situation in Paris can be characterized by
the extreme proximity to the Eiffel tower as main tourist attraction.
Ports of Paris transformed the weakness of the port area “Quai de
La Bourdonnais” (location in Paris center) into a strength by using it
in the interest of the population (urban distribution). Together with
a local partner, a strategy was developed that combines the port
activities at special time slots for sustainable city distribution with
the usage of the port area for the population and tourists during
daytime, when the port site can be used as recreation area.

“The homogeneous cohabitation of
economic and social interests is our
challenge here in Paris. One key factor for
a focused approach is the good and strong
partnership with public and private actors.
It allows to keep confidentiality about the
project and decisions are effective. At the
same time, the independency of subsidies
on the long term is of high interest. Our
learning about the cohabitation between
freight and pedestrians and the urban
integration is something additional we
want to share with the communication
about our project.”

Toolbox

Find creative approaches for sustainable city distribution by including the port

City Distribution

Considering the neighborhood of city and inland port, it seems obvious
to strengthen the use of the port for creating social and environmental
benefits for the city.
Especially city distribution activities can be promoted as the existing
port infrastructure can further be used for the logistical needs of the
society or the distribution of goods for the city.
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Toolbox

Find creative approaches for sustainable city distribution by including the port

City Distribution

Identify urban needs
Extensive market surveys (e. g. flows
of goods, street analysis, shops) are
needed for a clear assessment of the
urban needs and for the identification
of urban trends.

Stimulate demand
For developing city distribution
concepts it is necessary to have
new ideas and innovative concepts.
Workshops with different stake-holders
can help identifying the requirements
and potentials.

Create partnerships
Operational partners of diverse
branches built an important basis for
the further proceeding. Cooperating
with practical orientated partners can
secure the economic perspective.

Collect ideas
Brainstorming with potential
partners and stakeholders help to
collect potential ideas and notes.
Thinking in all directions is allowed
without any limitation or judgment.

Perform experiments
A phase of experimentation
contributes to control an insecure
process and identify mistakes before
starting the “real case”. This phase
has to be prepared, conducted and
analyzed properly.

Develop scenarios
Different scenarios should be
analysed by the assessment
of potential future events
under consideration of possible
outcomes.

Take decisions
Based on the identified alternatives,
an implementation decision has to
be taken. The selected alternative
optimally should be flexible to
react on different circumstances
and should bring the best outcome
possible.
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Find creative approaches for sustainable city distribution by including the port

City Distribution

Multimodal urban freight platform, Ports of Lille
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The objective of the Ports of Lille was to create a multimodal urban
freight platform based on the logistics needs of the Lille area. The idea
was to build a small hub for the bundling and delivery of goods to
various shops in the city center. In the future, it should be possible to
extend these activities to other types of deliveries such as construction
materials, health products or deliveries of the e-commerce goods
or even for reverse logistics (e-commerce, but also recycling, waste
management). The Ports of Lille identified that the urban logistics
could become a key driver for the future development, whilst the
practical links between the exceptional port location and the new
urban needs were undefined. The Ports of Lille took the initiative
to organize seminars on these subjects and concluded that the port
activities linked to the urban distribution could replace the lost water
transport activities.

“Thanks to the exchanges we have had
with our partners, within the frame of
the CCP21 project, we learned faster and
we got a more accurately under-standing
of the urban logistics question, especially
on the opportunities that the waterways
mode can bring. All our achievements in
the CCP21 project helped to legitimize our
proposals further than our initial objective.
At a such level, that the urban community
and the city of Lille, adhere now to our
project of creating a dedicated area for
urban logistics activity in a whole part of
the Port of Lille.”

Toolbox

Find creative approaches for sustainable city distribution by including the port

City Distribution

Evaluate market needs
An analysis about market needs and
demand is indispensable and forms
the basis for the following work steps.
The analysis helps deciding, where to
search for new ideas and to develop
innovative concepts.

Allow multipurpose use
A multimodal platform should be
designed for loading and unloading
of goods as well as for boarding
passengers. It is important to identify
and record all restraints that can affect
the platform operations.

Create a network
The creation of a network to support
the transshipment activities in a city
is vital for the future success. The
focus should be on the reduction of
inner-city truck transportation.

Develop pre-tests
Testing concepts with the objective to
detect inefficiencies and bottlenecks
should be carried out before the
implementation. Test results should
show optimization potentials and
support the economic feasibility.

Promote multimodality
Multimodality offers the opportunity
to use all existing capacity as
efficient as possible. Multiple modes
of transportation cause a higher
communication and coordination
effort, which has to be handled as
efficient as possible.

Toolbox

Find creative approaches for sustainable city distribution by including the port

City Distribution

Transshipment network, Port of Brussels
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The Port of Brussels wants to promote city distribution by transport
over water. In the center of Brussels, little space for new developments
is available. The Port of Brussels demonstrates that port activities and
other urban activities can be combined. The port decided to focus on
creating a network of transshipment platforms along the waterway,
for city distribution activities. Two larger platforms (hubs) have to
be created in the center and in the south and should be connected
through a chain of smaller transshipment platforms. The network will
respond to the task of little available space and also contribute to the
minimization of the transport effort in the last mile. The transport of
goods from and to the hubs and the smaller transshipment platforms
can be done with the innovative concept of a freight catamaran.

“The concept of the investment realized
within CCP21 has matured largely thanks
to the exchanges with our partners. We
focused mainly on the determining the
ideal location of the platforms and the
layout for optimal use of the available
space. Since the market for exploiting
small waterborne platforms destined for
city distribution is still under development,
with limited vessels available, the Port of
Brussels is somehow pioneering in this
market segment. The big challenge is
convincing retailers and shippers to make
a mental shift and adapt their supply chain
to the benefit of the whole city.”

Toolbox

Develop new freight concepts, which can be incorporated to the port activities

Freight Concepts

The function of a port mostly is limited to one activity: the port
business.
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Nowadays it is of interest, that the port is open for unlimited concepts
and innovative ideas.
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For incoming and outgoing flows of goods an inland port can be an
important node in the supply chain. This enriches the possibilities such
as the aggregation of freight distribution centers, customs clearance,
container depots and logistical capabilities.
The port has a supporting function for the reduction of external effects
and emissions in the city center.
Not only the delivering of goods, also the collection of old material or
waste can form a function-model as an added value service location for
the population and the city.
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Toolbox

Develop new freight concepts, which can be incorporated to the port activities

Freight Concepts

Identify potential
Changing market needs and new city
distribution requirements can create
new transport potential for waterways. These potentials have to be
identified in close collaboration with
the key stakeholders.

Develop smart concepts
New potentials or market needs
require smart solutions. Before
developing projects, existing concepts
and transfer potentials should be
considered. Overall objective should
be an increased sustainability and
efficiency.

Assess feasibility
Market trends, regulatory
limitations, competitive
landscape and available resources
should be assessed in order to
decide on the feasibility of the
project.

Work out customer needs
This addresses stakeholders and
potential partners. Requirements
related to new concepts and sites can
be identified in form of interviews
and informal interactions. Local
companies should be integrated.

Develop business case
A business case that respects financial
and organisational aspects allows an
assessment of the economic viability
of the project. If the result is positive,
the project should be realised.

Consider social costs
The consideration of social costs
will clarify if social aspects can
support the project idea and
realisation. The range of variables
that may be considered should be
defined by the decision makers.

Perform tests
A developed concept should be
tested under real conditions. A
test contributes to identify open
questions or barriers, which should
find reporting, modification and
clarification afterwards.

Toolbox

Develop new freight concepts, which can be incorporated to the port activities

Freight Concepts

New urban freight concepts, Province of Utrecht
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The Province of Utrecht and the City of Utrecht were targeting at the
optimization of the freight logistics in the city. The water routes in the
area are well distributed. Many houses, Bars and Restaurants have
direct or indirect water access. The provision of goods and the disposal
of waste was taken up and linked to the port function. Four projects
were developed. In one project, an existing concept was redeveloped
into an environmental friendly Eco-Ship. This ship can transport goods
on the tiny canals and is used for the disposal of waste of the city.
Another project was the promotion of RoRo transport. The project was
not successful because of no fitting concept. Furthermore, a container
terminal was meant to be built. After an update of the market
approach and interviews with stake-holders, it was discovered that
at the moment there is not enough demand for a container terminal.
However, the developed concepts still exist and with an upcoming
demand, they can be used once again.

“A sound business case needs
a more permanently well-filled
wheelbarrow. A large bulk of
cargo is easier to put in a wheelbarrow (e.g. gravel) and it is less
volatile than smaller parts (e.g.
frogs). Frogs are harder to catch
and they can again quickly jump
out of the wheelbarrow during
the search process. Therefore,
start with finding a large bulk of
cargo, possibly smaller cargo can
be put on later to really fill the
wheelbarrow.”
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“Think about the balance
between social costs and social
investment. In addition, it is
important to determine what
the alternative is when there is
no port. Consider the indirect
economic effects and social effects
(less congestion, less pollution).
Make
public
involvement/
initiative always goes hand in
hand with private commitment
and build it from two sides.
Once the private commitment or
public initiative fails, the project
is no longer viable. Spend the
plan preparation early attention
to the key success/failure factors
and involve environment and
politics with it.”

Toolbox

Develop new freight concepts, which can be incorporated to the port activities

Port Efficiency

In case of insufficient capacity and congestion problems, the optimization
of the existing procedures to ensure a more efficient use of the
infrastructure can be an important option.
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This can contribute to avoid cost intensive new buildings.
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Efficiency increases can be gained by an intelligent organization as well
as an efficient resource allocation.
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Optimization can be achieved inside one port site or also between
different ports or logistics nodes.
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A huge opportunity to achieve efficiency increases lies in the
implementation of IT tools.
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Toolbox

Optimize procedures for a more efficient use of the existing infrastructure

Port Efficiency

Enhance data exchange
An IT-platform for data exchange
between the port and its customers
contributes to enhanced efficiency,
reduced costs and increased profits.
The objective should be to introduce
a common standard in order to solve
interoperability problems.

Improve pre-stowage
The pre-stowage based on an advanced
data provision can contribute to
shorter handling times. Periods with
low handling volumes can be used to
prepare for peak periods, if the relevant
container information are available.

Introduce E-Fencing
An approach control system can
provide the user with information
about movements of ships and
can consequently ensure a huge
advantage for the logistical planning.

Allocate slots
The slot allocation contributes to an
increased transparency of the quay
operations and simplifies the planning
procedures. A slot-management
system can work as “door opener”
for the implementation of a more
complex berth allocation system.

Introduce appointment system
This system enriches the slotmanagement system by an increased
flexibility, transparency and
manageability. Basic requirement
for a functioning system is the
introduction of penalties in case of
unannounced delays.

Develop coordinating body
This body comprises a centralized
steering of most of the processes. The
positive impacts are comparably high,
but implementation is challenging.
It can work on manual or automated
basis with impacts on flexibility and
customer-orientation of the system.

Support shuttle services
Shuttle services contribute to
optimise yard capacities by
transferring containers or empties
to terminals with sufficient capacity.
Furthermore, load consolidations are
supported in order to avoid port calls.

Perform repositioning
Contributes to increase efficiency by
avoiding redundant port calls (less
congestion in peak times). As the
repositioning is usually done by truck
due to smaller lot-sizes, there are
negative environmental impacts due
to more truck transport.

Test “Pick-up” services
“Pick-up” services seem to be the
smartest way of shuttling between
terminals. Major obstacle is the
necessary commitment of the barge
operators, which seems questionable.

Toolbox

Optimize procedures for a more efficient use of the existing infrastructure

Port Efficiency

Coordinate port rotations
The coordination of port rotations
can be regarded as one of the key
instruments to achieve a more
efficient infrastructure use.

Provide real-time data
The real-time provision of data is an
adequate means to support a better
coordination of the port rotations,
but also other port-related activities
like pre-stowage etc. Therefore,
impacts on the efficiency of all portrelated processes can be expected.

Broker transport capacities
The capacity brokerage can be seen
as a complementary function of a
platform. As questions regarding
the market acceptance cannot be
answered clearly today, the positive
impacts appear to be of minor
importance from today’s perspective.

Develop technical specification
The development of a technical
specification is the core procedure
when introducing a new IT-platform.
Before starting the platform
development, all features have to be
specified in every detail in order to
ensure a successful realization.

Involve relevant stakeholders
The involvement is of strong
importance for the acceptance of
the project. As the success of the
platform is closely related to a strong
participation of all stakeholders, it is
necessary to involve all parties as early
as possible.

Foster standardization
The higher the degree of
standardization, the less
obstacles for an involvement of
the key stakeholders exists.

Stay open for applications
The opening of the platform for
enhanced applications can be seen
as a second step in the platform
development. If the first step has
been successful, there are various
possibilities for creating additional
efficiency.

Toolbox

Optimize procedures for a more efficient use of the existing infrastructure

Port Efficiency

Container Management & IT-Platform, RheinPorts
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As the southern Upper Rhine is the turning point for the upstream
container vessels, most of the RheinPorts terminals are affected by
severe congestion and peak load problems. This mainly applies to
the availability of sufficient quay capacity, especially on Friday as a
peak day. Therefore, RheinPorts worked on the implementation of a
joint manage-ment system between the three RheinPorts partners
Basel-Mulhouse-Weil in the container segment. Regardless the
need to develop additional infrastructure capacities for the region,
concepts for a more efficient capacity allocation seem to be an
appropriate solution without large investments. As a key instrument
the specification for an IT-platform was developed.

“Participating in CCP21 was a great
experience for us. On the one hand it was
excellent to be involved as a pioneer of
cross-border cooperation and to discuss
our issues, on the other hand it was great
to learn from other major inland ports in
Europe about their problems and solutions.
Together we managed to strengthen
the inland waterway transport towards
other competing modes of transport.
Additionally, we could widen our network
and we made new friends within the
partners in the project.”

Toolbox

Seven partners – one objective: Smart growth of inland ports

Project Summary

The portrayed procedures and explanations can be used as a reference
for similar challenges that modern inland ports have to deal with.
But: Each inland port has its own regional specifications which have to
be considered when using the toolbox. Therefore, processes have to be
adjusted where necessary.
For further information on the single projects within CCP21 and a
deeper insight in the toolbox and its development, please visit the
CCP21 website: www.citizenports.eu
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